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DJ042613A
Computer Repair Technician
Associate’s Degree or Military Experience
Direct Hire
Charlotte, NC Area
$40K – $60K based on experience and knowledge

A customer located in the Charlotte, NC, metropolitan area is in search of a Computer Repair technician.
This direct hire position will build, maintain and support industrial computers for the end user. The
technician will use skill, knowledge and specialized tools to return each unit back to manufacturer
specifications. Local candidates are strongly preferred for this opportunity. The salary range for Computer
Repair Technician is 40K to 60K. Your salary will be based on experience and knowledge. The company
wants to fill this position within 30 days.
Responsibilities:
Diagnose failures on industrial computers
Identify computer component or software failures
Make necessary repairs to return computers back to operational status
To document and validate all findings and repairs
Build new industrial computers and accessories as needed
Responsible for selecting proper fasteners to complete builds
To meet with and communicate with purchasing department, other repair technicians, and sales team to
ensure all customer's requirements are met

Requirements:
Must have an Associate Degree in Electronic Engineering technology, Industrial Engineering, or Computer
Engineering; or military experience will be considered in lieu of the Associate Degree
Must have previous experience building industrial computers, install peripherals, drivers, and operating
software
Must be proficient in Windows OS ( 2K, XP, Vista, Windows 7 )
Must be able to multi-task and work well under pressure
Must be detail oriented and be able to work with minimal supervision
If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us in a
Word document at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in
the subject line of your email.
In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience and
expertise as it applies to this position. Also, please provide us with your MINIMUM salary
requirements.
KEY WORDS: computer repair, techni9cian, associates degree, as, electronic engineering technology,
industrial engineering, computer engineering, charlotte, NC, industrial computer, software failure, military,
peripherals, drivers, operating systems

